
 
 

STATEMENT BY STU MOLLRICH, PARTNER AT FORDE & MOLLRICH 
 
 
RE: ORANGE COUNTY GREAT PARK FORENSIC CONTRACT PERFORMANCE 
REVIEW  
 
The “Orange County Great Park Forensic Contract Performance Review” prepared 
by Hagen, Streiff, Newtron & Oshiro Accountants (HSNO) for the City of Irvine lacks 
objectivity and credibility.  It is a biased report written to bolster the political 
agenda of the City Council majority at a cost to Irvine taxpayers of $240,000.   
 
Unlike all previous audits conducted by the City of Irvine and the Great Park 
Corporation, the HSNO audit was not independent.  It was managed and controlled 
by a subcommittee of the Council majority, consisting of Councilmember Jeff 
Lalloway and Councilmember Christina Shea.  These two Councilmembers have long 
standing political grievances against our firm, which are reflected in the HSNO 
report.  
 
The accusation that Forde & Mollrich did not cooperate with the auditors is, simply 
put, a lie.  Forde & Mollrich was not contacted by Jeff George, an employee of HSNO, 
until October 9, 2013 with a request to “sit down to go over the process” for “a few 
hours.” 
 
I wrote a letter the same day to Mr. George expressing my view that a full, fair and 
accurate documentation of the facts could only be achieved by a written exchange of 
questions and answers.  
 
Mr. George responded via email the very next day, October 10, and agreed to 
provide written questions.  On the same day, I received an email from City Manager 
Sean Joyce thanking me for my prompt response to HSNO.  We never received 
questions or any further communication from HSNO. 
 
One week later, our firm was falsely accused by Councilmember Shea in an Orange 
County Register story of “not cooperating or responding to the auditors.”  
 
The two primary reasons given by HSNO for their failure to produce written 
questions are:  
 

 “A significant portion of a forensic performance review is a dialogue between 
the reviewer and all relevant parties.  The process of submitting questions in 
writing eliminates the opportunity for a free dialogue and inhibits the 



discovery of all relevant facts.  This is because the process of follow-up, 
comparison of statements with documents, and independent corroboration 
of facts and other statements is severely restricted.”  

 “A written dialogue would be extremely expensive and time consuming and 
could not have been completed in the time frame allowed.” 

- Source: HSNO – Orange County Great Park Forensic Contract Performance Review 
Page 9 
 
As to the first point, I strongly believe that it is impossible to intelligently discuss 
and document five years of work and thousands of transactions performed by a 
large number of consultants in a “roundtable discusion.”  Providing written 
responses to written questions allows for information to be adequately researched 
and questions accurately answered.  It also provides a clear and unmistakable public 
record.  HSNO has been unable to provide even one example of a question that they 
would ask verbally that they cannot ask in writing.    
 
Their second point, “a written dialogue would be extremely expensive and more 
time consuming” is more telling.  Despite being given an extension to complete the 
report and a fee of $240,000, HSNO did not want to take the time to provide us with 
written questions as promised on October 10.  
 
HSNO has also provided no factual support for their assertion, “It is our opinion that 
the refusal to speak in person with us is not in keeping with the cooperation clause 
of the contract between the City and the Design Studio…” 
 
The contract between the City of Irvine and Forde & Mollrich was terminated, 
without cause, by a 3-2 vote of the Irvine City Council effective January 15, 2013. 
 
Section 4.1 of that contract required that Forde & Mollrich must “…maintain all 
records and reports related to this Agreement for a period of three (3) years 
following termination of this Agreement, and City shall have access to such records 
in the event any audit is required.”  
 
We have always provided records upon request by the City and will continue to do 
so.  
 
I have been involved in several audits in the course of my 35-year business career 
and never before have auditors refused to provide request for information in 
writing or disclose the information they are seeking in advance of an interview as 
HSNO has done.   
 
The findings presented in the HSNO report demonstrate a shallow and shoddy work 
product.  This is evidenced by the principal finding of the report as it relates to the 
work of Forde & Mollrich:  
 



“For the period July 2005 to December 2012, Forde & Mollrich received from the 
Great Park over $7.2 million for services related to Strategy and Public Relations.  Of 
this amount, $6.3 million was included under contracts for design.  Strategy and 
Public Relations do not appear to be consistent with design functions.”  
- Source: HSNO – Orange County Great Park Forensic Contract Performance Review 
Page 39 
 
This finding is not supported by any facts and it ignores the role of public relations, 
communication and strategic planning in the Great Park’s Community Based 
Planning Process that was detailed in the 2010 Great Park Annual Report page 44-
59, which begins “Public participation created the Great Park and the public has 
been intimately involved in the planning process.”  
 
Sam Rayburn, the legendary Speaker of the House of Representatives once said, 
“Any jackass can kick down a barn, but it takes a damn good carpenter to build one.”  
This so-called “performance review” is an attempt to rewrite history to conform to 
the political agenda of the current Council majority by tearing down the reputations 
of those who dared to believe that an abandoned military base could become the 
first great metropolitan park of the twenty first century.   
 


